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Rotary Youth Exchange Program 
Short Term Camp

APPLICATIONS PLEASE 
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ryed3461@gmail.com
english2vv@gmail.com



Embark on a unique exploration of Taiwan as we traverse
the island aboard trains. Immerse yourself in the beauty
of Taiwan, uncover its rich culture, experience the warmth
of Taiwanese kindness and forge lasting friendship. Join us
for this unforgettable ride  !

CAMP
 THEME

Before the adventure concludes, your mission will be capturing
the essence of Taiwan’s charm, showcasing its scenic wonders,
cultural treasure and the heartfelt moments you’ve experienced.
Once your masterpiece is complete, upload it to Youtube and
share the magnificence of Taiwan with people around the world. 

CAMP 
MISSION 

US$500 + Round trip ticket to Taiwan + additional pocket
money. The insurance fee is included in the overall camp cost.
Upon acceptance, you will receive individual notification about the
payment details. 

COST

Visitor visa / visa-free. Please check out the entry regulations
to Taiwan .

VISA

RYE D3461 WEBSITE

Rotary Youth Exchange D3461 

ryed3461



Departure

Arr ival
18.July.Gate 1A of Taichung station
of Taiwan high speed rail where
participants will be welcomed by
Rotarians. 
There will be NO pick-up or drop-
off at airports. Participants will
have to make their own way to HSR
Taichung station.

31.July.There will be a farewell party
on 30th July.

Travel  w i th  us
A journey with Taiwan Railway
In these 14 days, we will explore some
famous attractions and unveil the beauty of
this island by trains:
-Bike tour in Hualien City ,  overlooking the
Pacific Ocean at Taiwan’s East Rift Valley
-Trip to Taiwan’s Northern Coast and get
on Taipei 101.
-Experience indigenous culture and take
the cable car at Sun Moon Lake
-Visit Lukang Mazu Temple


